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Erratum notice
On page 23 in the summer 2016 News Brake an article ran recognizing
professor Sherrilene Classen as a driving force for safety. However, when this
news release was included, we failed to site the original sources. Please refer to
the below websites for the original sources of the information contained within
the News Brake.

https://ufhealth.org/news/2016/sherrilene-classen-named-uf-chair-occupat
ional-therapy
Hickory, NC 28601
200 First Ave. NW Suite 505

http://news.westernu.ca/2016/06/professor-driving-force-safety/

It’s Progress You Can Touch

|| 24 Therapy Programs for OT, PT & ST

|| Dynamic Graphing

|| 4 Standardized Assessments

|| Customizable Progress Reports

REHAB’S #1 MULTIDISCIPLINARY THERAPY
SOLUTION JUST GOT BETTER.
VERSION 2.0 of the Bioness Integrated Therapy System (BITS) features
a range of enhancements that improve your ability to assess, treat and
track patient progress - all in one streamlined and easy to use solution.
Diverse program options challenge patients to improve performance
through the use of visual motor activities, visual and auditory processing,
cognitive skills and endurance training. Standardized assessments and
progress reports make documenting outcomes quick and easy.

Contact Us for a Product Demonstration
800.211.9136, OPTION 2 | BIONESSTHERAPY.COM
IFU’s, Contraindications and Warnings are available on-line at www.bioness.com (also available in the BITS Clinician’s Guide).
BITS®, Bioness, the Bioness Logo® and LiveOn® are trademarks of Bioness Inc. | www.bioness.com | Rx Only
©2016 Bioness Inc.
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Editor’s Note
Sitting on your rear end all day everyday is
not very healthy. I recently increased my hours
and am in the instructor seat for an extra two
hours a day. Almost immediately I started having right hip pain that radiated down my leg. I
hadn’t had that problem since I first got back
into driver rehabilitation. For days I squirmed
in my seat, kept changing cushions, repositioning weight and wincing every time I stood up.
Without seeing anyone I knew immediately
I was having pain from piriformis syndrome.
This terminology was given to me years ago by
my chiropractor when I first had the pain after I
returned to driver rehabilitation after a bilateral
lower extremity injury. The piriformis is a hip
muscle that is very close to the sciatic nerve.
When the muscle becomes tight and inflamed,
it causes irritation of the sciatic nerve, leading
to sciatica like pain, tingling and numbness
that runs from the lower back to the rear and
sometimes all the way down the leg into your
foot. Basically it hurts like H$@#.
Almost everyone I talk to who sits like we do
the majority of the day has some type of back,
hip or leg pain. This pain reminded me quickly
that I needed to take better care of myself during the day. Yeah, we all know what we should
do but often until we have a problem or pain
that reminds us, we don’t. Below are some of
the things that helped get my pain under control. (more detail to be found on page 22)
1) Drinking a lot of water. This is crazy-right?
Then you have to use the bathroom all the
time- EXACTLY- this makes getting out of
the car every time between clients and doing a
short walk a necessity

Staci Frazier
News Brake Editor

2) Standing to do
some of my documentation. I am
also trying an exercise ball when
sitting is needed at
my desk, instead of
a chair.

3) I always have
to use a cushion in
my seat-I’m short- but a thicker tempurpedic
type made a big difference. I also try to be
more aware when I am twisting my body to
get closer to the driver to put myself into better alignment.
4) Taking a real midday break. I almost always
had the token 1/2 hour built into my schedule
which really means I spent 15 minutes inhaling my food while I sat and answered emails
or did paperwork. I still often eat in the car
on the go or while doing paperwork, but I am
booking in an hour in the middle of the day
so I can fit in a 1/2 hour walk. It is making a
world of difference.
5) Performing simple back stretches every
time I stand from the car.
6) Doing specific stretches for piriformis
tightness and sciatica twice a day. Sometimes
I even sneak in the back room to get onto the
floor and stretch during my work day.
What do you do to relieve any pain related to
problems from sitting too much? I’d love to
get your advice.
If you have an idea for the newsletter please
send me an email, sfrazier@ehr.org. See you
in Columbus!
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President’s Address
Celebrate Summer!
Glee. This would be the best word to describe
how I feel as I change my winter wardrobe
over to the brighter shades and lighter fabrics
of summer. It also describes the feeling of seeing the garden come back to life, the gray trees
becoming green, the perennials bursting into
bloom and the joy of walking the dog in flip
flops! And with the arrival of the glee that is
summertime is the anticipation of re-connecting with friends at our annual ADED conference. I have lost count of the number of conferences I have had the privilege to attend… my
first was in San José, California 16 years ago!
I knew not a soul and I was fairly stressed as
I had decided to sit the for Certification Exam;
I was desperately hanging on to each word of
every experienced CDRS I could find, hoping
that their wisdom would echo in my head during the test. I look back fondly to that initiation
into the ADED family. I am thankful for the patient responses to my endless questions, for the
encouragement and support that was offered by
complete strangers and to Larry Bowen who
seemed to have an affinity for a fellow Canadian and took me under his wing for 3 days! It is
amazing to me that many of the people I met at

Ad-Hoc
Committee
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Celebrate Summer!!

that first conference in San
José continue
to work in the
field and, like
me,
remain
passionate,
engaged and
committed. I
truly believe
that the palpable energy
of the attendees, their evident love for
Dana Benoit,
this
profesMSc, OT, CDRS
sion and the
warmth that
welcomed me at that first conference 16 years
ago played a pivotal role in my career path …I
was hooked.
It is hard to believe that this year’s conference
is but a few short weeks away and that my
mandate as this year’s President is already half
over. So much to do, so little time!
The first quarter of the year was largely spent

Chair(s)

finalizing our strategic plan for 2016-2018,
recruiting volunteers to establish the Ad-Hoc
committees that will work toward attainment
of our specific objectives and initiating the first
steps of our action plan. This crucial process
is perhaps the most challenging: Identifying
engaged and talented members within our association is not hard… convincing them to add
an additional commitment to their already busy
schedules is somewhat more of a challenge…
but actually finding meeting times across time
zones that fit into these busy schedules requires the skills of a mathematician! And yet
the identified chairs of each Ad-Hoc committee persevered. The “herding of the cats” (as
Liz has fondly termed it) has been achieved,
the sub-committees are formed and their respective action plans and timelines have been
established. The final outcome is the creation
of 7 new Ad-Hoc committees, each addressing
specific objectives within the 5 broad goals of
our strategic plan (see below). More information on the strategic plan is found on page 31.
Each committee will be vital to ensure that the
strategic plan does not remain a simple document of good ideas and theoretical pipedreams.
The Ad Hoc committees are, in Leah Belle’s

Objectives

Strategic
Plan Goal

Marketing Committee

Liz Green

Prospective members understand that driver rehab is a
professional specialty, needing differentiated support.

1

Government
Relations

Dan Alison & Cassy
Churchill

Identify by state which Vocational Rehabilitation Agencies (VR)
require CDRS for evaluation & which medical review board/
DMV require CDRS to see clients under medical review. Collect
copy of regulation for this mandate.
Increase recognition of CDRS by DMV agencies.

2

CDRS Branding

Leah Belle

Increased offerings of educational seminars to targeted groups.

3

Certification Pathway

Jenny Nordine

Assure program meets recognized standards in certification
policy. Develop a solid pathway and process toward CDRS
certification while exploring different levels of certification.

4

Volunteer
Development

Gina Lewis & Board
Development Chair (Amy
Lane)

Develop a productive body of engaged volunteers from the
membership to build the organization.

5

By Law Review

Mary Beth Meyer

Maintain vitality in the volunteer leadership structures of ADED.

5

Program
Development

Mary Beth Meyer

Market ADED as the primary source of information for driver
rehabilitation program development.

5

DRS Recruitment

Liz Green

Strategically grow the provider (DRS) membership by a 10%
increase annually targeting key geographic areas.
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(Continued from previouspage)

volving the complete review of our Guidelines
to Best Practices Document (to be unveiled
in its new and improved form at Conference
2016!). Amy Lane and the rest
Introducing the Strategic Plan
of the Board Development
Worker Bees:
Committee are workADED Vision
Clearly our “worker
ing to recognize
bees” have taken
some outstanding
ADED is an effective and diverse network
on some pretty big
volunteers within
of professionals, globally recognized as
new projects! But
our organization
the primary resource and standard-bearer
let’s not forget the
while also recruitfor driver rehabilitation expertise.
amazing work that is
ing the leaders of
simultaneously being
ADED’s future. Nadone by ADED’s longthalie Drouin is playing a
standing committees and their
pivotal role with the Education
chairs! Sandra Wataoka and Natalie Goldman committee in the revision of ADED’s current
are heading the certification committee, man- educational offerings and the creation of new
aging CDRS renewals and requests for CEUs educational materials.
while also tackling new exam questions and
In addition to the fantastic engagement of our
ensuring that policies regarding certification
longstanding committees is the crucial role of
remain current and relevant. Alyssa Merilees
our chapters whose meetings offer educational
has taken over as Chair of the Professional Deand networking opportunities to many of our
velopment Committee and its current task inwords, the “worker bees” of ADED; their collective efforts will help us move forward toward ADED’s vision.

members who would otherwise be isolated.
Equally important is the constant work of Staci
Frazier and the publications team to provide us
all with the quarterly issues of the NewsBrake
so members can “stay connected” despite the
many miles that separate us.
The pulse of ADED is strong, fueled by the engagement of our members and their passion for
our profession. This passion was palpable for
me at my first conference 16 years ago and has
been renewed at every subsequent conference
I have attended. I know this year’s conference
will be no different! I am looking forward to
re-connecting with the many friends I have
made over the years and hope to meet new
ones in Columbus this August. Please introduce yourself to me if I do not yet know you…
how else would I be able to recruit you to join
the ranks of our “ADED Volunteers”?
The ADED train is moving folks… hop aboard!
Dana

NEWEST member benefitMedicare Navigation

Online Auction.
Raising money for a good cause.

Just added to the “Member Services” section of the website (log
on required) are several documents to be used as guidelines to
identify if a driver evaluation program is well positioned to pursue Medicare funding for services. Most states have different
rules based on region. Contents include:

ADED rolled out the inaugural on-line auction last year and are excited to continue this new tradition. As you may know, a live auction
has customarily been held during the annual
awards banquet, during the annual conference. Our objective with this new,
online format is to allow all members
the opportunity to donate and bid to
support the Memorial Scholarship
Fund. We received great donations from our generous contributors last year and are looking forward to another successful
auction. Mark your calendars!
The auction will run from July 1723, 2017. Information will be sent via
e-mail to membership.

• Introduction to Medicare Payment System
• Insurance Reimbursement for Driver Rehabilitation
Services
• OT Medicare Billing Codes used in
Driver Rehab
• Medical Review Process
We hope you will find this information
helpful in pursuit of funding for your program.

Master of Clinical Science (MClSc)

Driving Rehabilitation Therapy
The only program of its kind in the world, Western’s Driving
Rehabilitation Therapy program unlocks a world of possibilities.
• Enhance your expertise and advance your career
• Develop specialized skills based on the latest research
• Help clients live more independently
• Become a leader in the field

Learn more westernu.ca/fhs/ot
NewsBrake
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40TH ANNUAL

CONFERENCE & EXHIBITS
AUGUST 2016

August 12-13 | ADED Courses
August 13 | ADED Pre-Conference Workshops
August 14-16 | ADED Conference & Exhibits
Hyatt Regency Columbus and Columbus International Convention Center
Early Bird Registration and Hotel Room Block Deadline | July 18, 2016

Toll free: 866-672-9466 | www.aded.net | info@aded.net | #ADED2016
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ADED - educational events 2016
Columbus OH

August 12-13, 2016

Columbus OH

August 12-13, 2016

Columbus OH

August 13-16, 2016

Introduction to Driver Rehabilitation
15 ADED/1.5 AOTA hours offered

Application of Adaptive Vehicle Modifications
15 ADED/1.5 AOTA hours offered

ADED Annual Conference and Exhibits
Multiple ADED and AOTA hours offered!

Course designed for individuals new to the field of
driver rehabilitation. Topics include: program development, driver training, adaptive driving equipment and program documentation. Course will also
emphasize collaboration with mobility dealers and
consumers and families.

Course designed for those desiring knowledge of
adaptive driving equipment as well as the process
for prescribing and delivering such equipment to
individuals with disabilities.

Professionals specializing in the field of Driver
Rehabilitation meet annually for continuing education through workshops, seminars and hands on
learning. Earn contact hours for CDRS renewal
and advance your career in the field of Driver
Rehabilitation. A variety of pre-conference workshops will also be offered.

Contact ADED 866-672-9466

Contact ADED 866-672-9466
Register online: www.aded.net

Register online: www.aded.net

ADED- marketing events 2016 - Visit the ADED booth at these events!
Portland OR

July 17-20, 2016

American Driver and Traffic Safety
Association with Pacific Northwest
Driver Traffic Safety Conference
ATDSEA members and industry supporters
gather annually for continuing education and networking with the goal of improving driver safety
and encouraging professional ethics in the industry. This year, ADTSEA is teaming up with the
Oregon Department of Transportation to combining the Pacific Northwest Driver Traffic Safety
conference and ADTSEA annual conference.
More info:

Boca Raton FL

November 9-12, 2016

Contact ADED 866-672-9466
Register online: www.aded.net
Boca Raton FL

November 7-8, 2016

The Driving School Association of the
Americas-Annual Conference

The Impact of Disabilities, Vision & Aging and their Relationship to Driving
15 ADED/1.5 AOTA hours offered

DSAA members and industry supporters gather
annually for continuing education and networking
with the goal of improving driver safety and encouraging professional ethics in the industry.

Course designed for driver education and allied health professionals who wish to apply their
knowledge of the different types and levels of disabilities to the driving task.

More info: www.thedsaa.org

Contact ADED 866-672-9466
Register online: www.aded.net

www.adtsea.org

DID YOU KNOW?
That proceeds from the silent auction held at annual conference support the ADED Memorial
Scholarship Fund? Any donations to the silent auction are tax deductible. To donate, please
contact us at: info@aded.net

Tired of being confused with someone
else? Ever meet a great new person
at conference and then have difficulty
remembering their information when
you try to get back in touch? Ever have
someone who you know by sight but
not by name or want to put a face with a
name you keep hearing? We can fix that.
Post your picture to your ADED member
profile on the ADED website.

Veigel Detroit Left Hand Controls









Available in Push-Rock, Push-Pull & Push-Right Angle
configurations
Designed and engineered for effortless driving
NNE
Adjust gas and brake leverage settings at the control
W
Adjustable handle position – no need to modify the installation
Both brake and gas lock out with a single removable key
Stylish trim cover provides added safety for the driver
Left hand use only
Both Push Pull and Push Right Angle controls can be upgraded
with 5 function Commander Switch for secondary functions

keep???
Detroit Push-Rock (installed)

5 function Commander Switch (upgrade)

Technology Des igned to Help

Detroit Push-Right Angle

NewsBrake

Detroit Push-Pull
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www.veigel-na.com (800) 488-7688
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Greetings from the Executive Office
Greetings ADED members! Our 40th Annual for Teaching Excellence in PRM from physADED Conference & Exhibits is right around iatry residency training program. He has been
the corner. Are you ready to make a difference and/or currently is the principal investigator or
in your professional life? In Columbus, Ohio co-investigator on research initiatives related
we will celebrate a landmark 40 years of coming to medial conditions and driving. He is a pritogether to share, explore, learn and network. mary author or co-author on over 60 peer review
manuscripts and/or book chapWe are excited to return to the
ters on medical conditions and
city of Columbus. We last held
driving.
a conference in this great city
in 2013 and, at the time, it was
Saturday
Night
the home of our largest conferProduct Demonstraence attendance in history. I
tions: All registered attendam anticipating that a record
ees are invited to join us in the
number of ADED members
Exhibit Hall for Saturday Night
and fans will return this year.
Product Demonstration. These
Fun Fact: the theme that year
product demos are provided by
was “All Systems Go!.” The
our Gold Level Sponsors and
conference team has been
they are excited to share with
diligently building a packed
you any innovations in their
program providing as many
product lines as well as help
continuing education hours as
you problem solve any special
we can possibly squeeze in. Liz Green, OTR/L, CDRS, CAE cases you may be currently
Prepare for long, but purposeExecutive Director
working on. Presentations will
filled days; you will definitely
be made by: Adapt Solutions,
be getting your monies worth of education this Braun, Bruno, ElDorado Mobility, Sure Grip,
year! In keeping with this significant anniver- and VMI. 3 contact hours are offered for this
sary year, the theme of this year’s conference event.
is “40 Years of Independence through Mobility”. Katy Greene and Stacey Stevens are our Soap Box Sessions: These mini-semitireless conference team and they are bringing nars that are held in the exhibit hall are conductto you an event filled with meaningful educa- ed by driver rehabilitation specialists in partnertional sessions, a wide array of exhibitors and ship with exhibit hall vendors. These seminars
many opportunities to earn continuing educa- will offer the attendee a closer look at the practical application of manufacturer products in
tion credits.
every day driver rehabilitation service delivery.
This conference will be special as we will also Up to 2 contact hours offered for this event.
be introducing you to our newest member of the
executive staff, Lynn Mortilla-Rocap. See page Poster Presentation: These mini14 to learn more about Lynn. In addition to our seminars located in the poster section of the
ADED staff and conference team, we have a exhibit hall are conducted by driver rehabilitafine group of on-site volunteers that will be on tion specialists and researchers presenting their
hand to make sure your conference experience research projects. These presentations will offer
the attendee a closer look at current studies and
is enjoyable.
work that can impact future service. Up to 2
Some highlights of conference that you won’t contact hours offered for this event.
want to miss:
Mentor Program: The Mentor ProKeynote address: Considering the gram is offered to all first time attendees (aka:
numbers of older drivers that are referred to our VIP’s) and experienced driver rehabilitation
programs, Dr. David B. Carr, MD will present specialists and mobility equipment dealers. If
a timely keynote address entitled: Exploding you are unfamiliar with the program, please rethe Myths and Meeting the Challenges of the fer to the article on page 25. We are encouraging
(50,000,000) Older Drivers. Older drivers are a all first and second time attendees to participate.
heterogeneous group, yet they are often studied Even if you aren’t a “newbie” to conference, but
in the context of fitness to drive or driving ces- would like to take advantage of a mentorship
sation as being in a unique age demographic. with an experienced driver rehabilitation speDr. Carr will challenge many of the myths of cialist and mobility equipment dealer team, we
driving in late life and address several aspects of would love to have you sign up for the program
mobility in regards to aging. Dr. Carr is Medi- when registering for conference.
cal Director of The Rehabilitation Institute of
St. Louis and Parc Provence, a community fa- Silent Auction: There will be a great
cility for dementia care in the greater St. Louis selection of items to bid on at this year’s silent
area. He was the recipient of the Distinguished auction. Auction proceeds support the ADED
Clinical Faculty Award at Washington Univer- Memorial Fund; this is the annual fundraising
sity in 2013 and the 2014 Franz U. Steinberg event for the scholarship fund. ADED offers 5
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scholarships per course offering, so we need
your participation to ensure that funds are available for future course attendees. Through your
generous contributions, this auction activity
continues to be a popular, if slightly raucous
event each year. Please consider donating to the
auction, and be sure to plan on joining in on the
fun!
Scholarships: In addition to the scholarships awarded through the ADED Memorial
Fund, additional scholarship opportunities are
also available to members:
• Through generous contributions from
the Adaptive Driving Alliance, qualified
driver rehabilitation specialists will earn
scholarship assistance to financially support those sitting for the 2016 CDRS examination. A heartfelt thank you goes to
the ADA board and Paul Musso for their
continued support of driver rehabilitation
specialists and commitment to our common goal of increasing the numbers of
CDRS’s.
• The Sprit of Crescent Industries Scholarship is provided through generous
donations from our corporate and mobility equipment dealer members. Through
generous donations from Crescent Industries, Mobility Works, MPS Corporation,
R&R Mobility, Superior Van & Moblity,
United Access and Performance Mobility
and a total of 8 scholarships are awarded
for ADED members attending 2016 conference. <<<editor note: LG to update
donors and # of scholarships before final
version>>>
Registration: The Early Bird deadline
for discounted conference rates is July 18, 2016.
Membership discount for registration makes attending conference the biggest bang for your
buck. For example, the $535.00 conference-only
registration fee allow you to earn up to 19 continuing education hours, complimentary continental breakfasts, sponsored nutrition breaks,
exhibit hall reception meal and lunches, not to
mention an entertaining awards banquet. We
have negotiated reduced rates at the Hyatt Regency Columbus and you are encouraged to ask
for the ADED rate when booking your rooms.
Add the “perks” with the educational opportunities, and will see that your education dollars
are going a long way. Membership allows you
to bundle conference with 2-day courses or with
1-day pre-conference workshops, saving even
more money and earning even more continuing
education hours.
VISIT THE EXHIBIT HALL! Our corporate
sponsors and exhibitors have been extremely
supportive of the ADED conference and have
demonstrated their support by reserving exhibit
space and with generous sponsorship donations.

NewsBrake

From the Executive Office
They recognize the value of joining you at conference, exhibiting their products and participating in educational conference activities. We
simply could not put on the type of program that
you expect, with the quality that you deserve at
a price that is reasonable without these companies. We cannot thank these generous leaders of
the industry enough. Be sure to show your support and gratitude by visiting their booths in the
exhibit hall and taking the time to learn about
their products; your clients and your programs

(Continued from previous page)

will benefit by the information you gather in the
exhibit hall.
By celebrating 40 Years of Independence
through Mobility, ADED is the leader in the
driver rehabilitation industry providing quality
education, networking with experts in the adaptive driving technology world and learning from
highly experienced colleagues in the field. This
is quite simply an event that you cannot afford
to miss.

I sincerely hope you will make the investment
in your continued growth and expertise in the
field of driver rehabilitation by coming to conference. There is always something new to learn
and there are always new friends to make in this
most rewarding industry. I look forward to seeing YOU in Columbus!
Sincerely,
Liz Green, OTR/L, CDRS, CAE
Executive Director

Ethics In Action
“Ethics is a code of values which guide our choices and actions
and determine the purpose and course of our lives” – Ann Rand
Last year the ADED Board established an ad hoc
ethics committee. The goal of the committee is
to highlight ethics and facilitate the integration
of ethics into the practice of driver rehab. It has
been and continues to be my pleasure to be part
of the Code of Ethics Committee, along with the
Chairperson, Gina Lewis, and my fellow committee members, Anne St. John and Amy Lane.
We have already met our first goal, which was to
streamline the ADED ethics documents to make
them easier to understand and apply to your daily practice. (www.aded.net/?page=425)
The ethics committee is excited about the upcoming ADED conference in August 2016, as
we will be presenting our work to date, setting
out our future plans, and also seeking input from
the ADED membership. One of our initiatives
involved establishing a regular feature in NewsBrake called “Ethics In Action”, which will seek
to integrate our organization’s ethical principles
into daily practice. ADED members will have
the opportunity to submit practical ethical dilemmas, which will be examined in the context
of the newly updated ADED Code of Ethics.
As the inaugural Ethics in Action feature, a review of some definitions, history and theory of
ethics in professional practice seemed like an
appropriate starting point. Having just read the
words “definitions”, “history” and “theory”, you
may be tempted to stop reading further because
these topics are destined to be boring. You may
also be thinking that this is irrelevant information that does not pertain to your practice. I challenge you to read on, and I also challenge you to
come talk to me at conference, where I promise
to give you a shiny Canadian penny for your
thoughts (Note: we have recently discontinued
production of the penny in Canada so these are
now collector items.)
What are ethics? The Oxford Dictionary defines ethics as “moral principles that govern a
person’s or group’s behavior”. What is a profession? The word profession is profieri in Latin, which means to publicly declare. As such,
professions are typically bound by an oath of
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some form. Most of us are familiar with the
Hippocratic Oath, which dates back to 400 BC
and governs the ethics of physicians. Consistent
with the Hippocratic Oath, most oaths involve a
personal declaration, incorporating words such
as “I swear”, “I declare” or “I shall”. The challenge with oaths are that they are typically too
broad to provide much guidance, and they are
not suitable to use by large, well- developed
professional organizations. For example, when
I was called to the Legal Bar several years ago,
there was a formal ceremony which included
a recitation of the traditional oath. The oath I
swore that day is fully consistent with my approach to the law and my practice, but this is not
the document I would turn to if faced with an
ethical dilemma.
ADED has well- developed and recently updated Mission Statement and Vision statements,
both of which can be found on the ADED website. (www.aded.net/?page=125) The ADED
Mission Statement reads similar to an oath:
“A professional network promoting excellence
in the field of driver rehabilitation, thought leadership and advocacy in support of safe, independent community mobility.”
However, if faced with an ethical dilemma in
my driver rehabilitation practice, involving
a colleague, a mobility vendor, a manager, a
funder or a client, I would turn to the ADED
Code of Ethics to guide me.
In driver rehabilitation there are no small ethical
dilemmas.
One of the many unresolved issues that have
emerged related to the development of “driverless cars” relates to ethics. The “big” ethical
dilemma most often cited with regard to this
new technology involves decision making in a
situation where a crash is unavoidable. Should
the car be programmed to save the occupant
by avoiding a steep cliff, when doing so would
mean hitting a pedestrian? CDRSs, when working in the capacity of instructor or evaluator
passenger, may be faced with similar, extreme
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ethical dilemmas but these situations are, thankfully, rare.
It is much more likely that the CDRS will face
more subtle ethical dilemmas in day- to- day
practice: the decisions made in these situations
will shape the individual CDRS’s career, as well
as having a ripple effect on the profession as a
whole.
When a CDRS is pressured by management to
increase the volume of clients seen and this is
at the expense of adhering to their standards of
practice and client and / or public safety, the
professional is faced with a tough, personal decision. If the CDRS refuses to succumb to the
pressure, he/she may risk losing his/her job. If
a CDRS does give way to the pressure, he/she
may be putting clients and the public at risk, as
well as setting a precedent that undermines the
other CDRSs working in the region. Additionally, once the CDRS compromises his/her standards and the program’s reputation suffers, this
may lead to further erosion of his/her program
over time.
Many ethical dilemmas are aptly referred to as
‘stealth dilemmas’. These are situations that
develop gradually, where each individual step
seems harmless at the time, but get the professional into problems later. Such situations may
involve development of personal relationships
with clients or mobility vendors, which evolve
to the point where they impact on the professional autonomy and decision making of the
CDRS.
In the upcoming editions of NewsBrake, we
will be tackling the tough ethical dilemmas
that CDRSs face on a regular basis. These challenges are complex and multifaceted, and the
answers are not easy. I look forward to receiving your contributions in the form of questions,
suggestions, and personal experiences. Feel free
to email me in confidence to Robertson.law@
hotmail.com.
Dianna Robertson
MScOT, CDRS, JD
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350 lbs. lifting capacity

To find a compatible lift for your vehicle/mobility product, use our new tool: pridemobility.com/lift-finder/
US: 800.800.8586 • CAN: 888.570.1113 • pridemobility.com
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Announcing ADED’s newest employee
Lynn Mortilla-Rocap, Education Services Manager
ADED is excited to announce the newest ad- education. Her previous role gave her multidition to the executive office. In order to sup- faceted experience in association manageport the organization’s strategic direction and ment, including building an online educational
platform, development and
elevate educational products
maintenance of educational
and services to the next level,
programs, event management,
the board of directors apmembership engagement, and
proved a new staff position
credentialing programs.
as proposed by the Executive
Director. ADED’s Education
A native New Yorker, Lynn
Services Manager assists the
has called Tampa Bay, Florida
Executive Director with the
home for the past 18 years.
planning, administration and
Her fifteen year old son, Mievaluation of web-based and
chael, is an aspiring percuslive educational opportunities
sionist and a member of his
both internally and externally
high school marching band.
focused on behalf of ADED.
She is recently married and
Responsibilities include diher husband, Cap, is a high
recting the development of
school teacher and weekend
curricular content for semimusician. In her spare time,
Lynn
Mortilla-Rocap
nars, conferences, facilitatorLynn loves to cook, enjoys
led courses, e-learning initiacrafting and takes pleasure in being a band
tives and workshops. The Education Services mom. Lynn is looking forward to her role as
Manager will work closely with ADED staff, the Education Services Manager at ADED and
association leadership, presenters and vendors. can’t wait to meet our members in Columbus.
After a thorough search for the right candidate,
**********
we are excited to present Lynn Mortilla-Rocap!
Lynn comes to us after a long tenure with an Lynn can be reached by e-mail: Lynn@
international dental non-profit association. She driver-ed.org or phone: 828-855-1623
has a passion for association management and

ADED CONTACT HOUR
ASSOCIATE PROVIDER
Providers of educational programs related
directly to the field of driver rehabilitation
may apply for ADED-CHAP status. ADEDCHAP designation will be in effect for a
period of 3 years and any program offered
under that status is automatically approved
for ADED contact hours. A special section
of the ADED website lists CHAP providers
and any course or events that they may be
offering. CDRS’s attending any ADEDCHAP programs will be able to use those
hours towards renewal without having to
apply for contact hour approval. Win-win!
Important notice for CDRS holders: This
new policy replaces the previous “automatically approved” policy, therefore all nonADED sponsored or approved continuing
education has to go through certification
committee review process. CDRS’s may
apply as an attendee for CE credit or the
hosting organization may apply for single
course credit or to become a CHAP provider.

INTERACTIVE LIGHT BOARD

A dynamic, state-of-the-art system designed to assess and enhance
visual function, muscular coordination and neuromotor abilities.
• Utilized in hospitals, clinics and teaching Universities
worldwide addressing the needs of developmental
challenges, limitations from Stroke, TBI, Orthopedic
and Neurological disorders and diseases
• Exclusive features and multiple setting options offer
patient speciﬁc programming
• Wall Mounted Counter Weight Slider enables
effortless, secure height adjustment, ADA compliant
• Wi-Fi capability instantly provides evaluation
reports to your PC, laptop, tablet or smart phone

To learn more about the VISION COACH TM

Contact us toll free at: 877-826-2240

info@visioncoachtrainer.com | www.visioncoachtrainer.com
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ADED has lost a dear friend.
As a therapist new to driver rehabilitation, I
would go to the conferences, knowing few people, wandering on my own. At my second conference, I met an older gentleman, Mark Berk,
in the exhibition hall. He wandered through
with his harem of young therapists, just starting out, in tow. Following up from behind was

REQUEST FOR
PROPOSALS
CDRS EXAMINATION
STUDY GUIDE
ADED plans to offer an examination
study guide to better prepare potential
applicants for the CDRS examination.
ADED is accepting proposals from individuals or organizations for the design
and publication of a study guide that
would be marketable in both a written
and web-based format. For more information, please contact the ADED office:
info@aded.net.
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his lovely wife, Phyllis Berk. They befriended
me and took me under their wings! Phyllis
gave helpful advice on running
a small private practice, while
Mark made sure that I saw AND
experienced every new item in
the exhibit hall.
This friendship continued outside of conferences, although we
lived far apart, with the Berks in
Detroit, and me in Miami. Then I
met their daughters, Gayle Berk
Agar and Leslie Hagerman, and I
was “adopted” into the family as
daughter number 3!!  
Mark Berk was an amazing, caring man. He was a driver educator since 1959, who joined ADED at the Toronto conference. He eventually started working
with learning disabled clients and the hearing
impaired, filling the needs of the community.
When his daughter Gayle became an Occupational Therapist, his interest in helping the entire
disabled community peaked.
A&A Driving School/Drivers Rehabilitation
Center of Michigan (DRCM) teaches teen drivers and does driver rehabilitation in Michigan.
It is truly a family business. Both daughters
and son-in- law Allen work for the company.
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Grandson Danny Agar did the website! The
other grandchildren, Eric, Josh, and Alexandra,
have also worked and contributed there, and Alexandra continues to be an integral part of the
A&A/DRCM family team. They
currently employ five CDRSs,
Laura Miller, Cheryl DeMea,
David Madonna, Tim Senkbeil,
and Gayle Agar, with a total of
12 employees. At one point in
time, Mark Berk worked with
three hospitals, doing the in- vehicle component of the evaluations and training. All three have
gone on to develop their own
programs.  
Mark had a love for cars. He
owned many classic Mustangs which had been
restored. He was a member and Board Member
of the Mustang Owners Club of S.E. Michigan.
Mark was an ADED and NMEDA member as
well. Sadly, he died February 8, 2016 at the
age of 81. He is survived by his wife Phyllis,
daughters Gayle Berk Agar and Leslie Hagerman, son- in- laws Mark Agar and Alan Hagerman as well as four grandchildren. He will be
missed by all.
Judi Hamelburg
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The Utilization of the Vision Coach
by Occupational Therapists
Sarah Hennessy1, Elizabeth Barton1, Nathalie Drouin1, Leah Belle1, Connie Truesdail1, Johnell O. Brooks2
1
Roger C. Peace Rehabilitation Hospital, Greenville Health System, Greenville, South Carolina, USA, 2Clemson University
International Center for Automotive Research, 4 Research Drive, Greenville, South Carolina, USA

Abstract
The Vision CoachTM interactive light
board offers a wide variety of settings
and functions that can be tailored to
meet the needs of individual patients.
This descriptive study recorded how
occupational therapists in a clinical environment utilized the Vision
Coach with their diverse patient population over a two- year time period.
It also aimed to establish an effective
method to introduce a new rehabilitation tool into clinical practice. Results
from 21 occupational therapists and
470 patients were recorded and analyzed. A ‘standard use’ protocol was
established for clinical use based off of these results.
Introduction
In the spring 2016 edition of News Brake, our
research team presented the case study of Robert, a highly complex patient who benefited from
various therapies that included utilization of the
Vision CoachTM interactive light board in our
outpatient OT clinic (Drouin, Belle, Tanner,
Truesdail, & Brooks, 2016). After the OT’s initial assessment, the plan for therapeutic interventions included tailoring the Vision Coach tasks
and settings to work on Robert’s compensatory
strategies, visual attention, visual scanning, visual neglect, visual processing, and reaction time
related to vision and psychomotor responses
prior to referral to the Driving Rehabilitation
Program. During therapy sessions utilizing the
Vision Coach light board, Robert improved his
dynamic visual skills while increasingly employing more of the strategies taught to him through
therapy. He was then referred to our Driving
Rehabilitation Program where he progressed
through the in- clinic and on-road assessments.
Robert’s participation in therapy that utilized the
Vision Coach along with other interventions increased his overall independence, allowing him
to return to driving and taking part in extracurricular activities, for which transportation had
previously been provided by his family.
The purpose of this study was to explore how
rehabilitation therapists in a clinical environment utilized a newly adopted instrument, the
Vision CoachTM, in therapy. Our collaborative
clinical / university team first became familiar
with this technology by using the device with a
community- based sample (Xi et al., 2014). The
team then introduced the Vision Coach interactive light board into a clinical setting to observe
how occupational therapists used it to work with
diverse patient populations. These observations
were recorded over a two- year time period. The
second aim of this study was to establish an effective method to introduce a new rehabilitation tool
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into clinical practice, as implementation of new
technology proves challenging.
The Vision Coach interactive light board is a tool
designed to assess and enhance a person’s visual
functions, muscular coordination and psychomotor skills necessary for activities of daily living. It
can be used to evaluate and enhance the abilities
of patients, athletes, military/police, etc. The Vision Coach 50”×34” black, non-glare light board
is attached to a counter weight wall-mounted
slider that easily adjusts for varying heights and
abilities of patients. Its surface houses 120 target
light dots, some with built-in letters or numbers.
With no lights illuminated, the board appears as
a flat, matte black surface with no visual cues regarding potential target locations. A fixator light,
one white dot located at the center of the board,
provides a reference point to adjust the board’s
height properly for each user and allows therapists to train patients on central, peripheral and
divided attention tasks with the fixator light being either active (random illumination) or constant. Red, green and a combination of red/green
dots are available for a variety of tests that allow
therapists to tailor the difficulty level of tasks to
meet the needs of each patient (http://www.visioncoachtrainer.com/index.html).
During a typical Vision Coach task, the patient
faces the Vision Coach board and responds to
each illuminated dot by quickly pressing it with
their finger when the dot illuminates. The time
it takes a patient to successfully respond to a
specified number of dots is presented on the top
right corner of the board and provides a common
metric to describe performance on Vision Coach
tasks (http://www.visioncoachtrainer.com/index.
html). Reports can be printed with the patient’s
results and light board settings, including the
number of dots hit or missed, the fixator status,
the color of the dots used, the area of the board
used, the mode, the speed and the time that it took
the patient to complete the task. The report also
shows an image of the sequence of dots that appeared and which dots were missed by the patient.
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Xi et al. (2014) examined the testretest reliability of the Full Field
120 Vision Coach task for measuring perceptual scanning. The 242
participants were categorized into
four groups based on age and gender,
and participants completed six trials
where they responded to 120 randomly distributed lights displayed on the
Vision Coach board. The younger female group (average=20 years), older
female group (average=67 years),
younger male group (average=20
years), and older male group (average=64 years) took an average of 100
seconds, 133 seconds, 95 seconds,
and 115 seconds, respectively, to complete the
third trial on the light board. Intraclass correlation coefficients, ranging from 0.962 to 0.987,
suggested the Vision Coach Full Field 120 task
was a reliable task. Cohen’s ds of adjacent pairs
of trials showed that utilizing two practice trials
prior to completing the test trial minimizes learning effects and increases reliability. Thus, using
the result from the third trial in clinical assessment can produce sufficiently reliable results.
The study demonstrated that Vision Coach is
likely useful for occupational therapists to utilize
with patients, as the Full Field 120 task is reliable and only minimal training is needed (Xi et
al., 2014).
Method
Participants
The utilization of the Vision Coach was examined in a 53-bed rehabilitation hospital that also
offers outpatient therapies. During the years
2010-2012, in which the study took place, this
hospital discharged an average of 659 patients
each year whose average age was 56 years old.
In these two years, 21 occupational therapists
were trained to use the Vision Coach light board,
and 470 patients received treatment on the board.
The patients that used the light board performed
a range of one to six tasks per session. The four
main diagnoses of patients included cerebrovascular accidents, cognitive impairment, tremors
and brain injury (Figure 1).
Vision CoachTM Task Settings
Patients requiring occupational therapy services
have varying levels of mobility. Some stand and
walk without assistance, while others are completely wheelchair bound. The Vision Coach’s
counter weighted wall-mounted slider allows
the therapists to accommodate for the height at
which the patient uses the light board. Of the 469
patients observed for position, the therapists reported 80% of patients stood while utilizing the
instrument during their first task, and 17% sat
on either a wheelchair or chair. Only 3% stood
with added equipment, which included the use of
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Vision Coach (continued)

a walker, quad or straight cane, or wall support.

Of the 827 tasks observed, the Vision Coach light
board recorded that therapists left the fixator off
for 80% of trials, kept it active (random illumination) for 17%, and turned it on (constant illumination) for 3% of cases. The option of red, green
and a combination of red/green dots is available
for each task. Of 828 tasks observed, the Vision
Coach light board recorded 69% of cases used
only red dots; 30% used a combination of red
and green dots; and 1% used only the green dots.

for each patient. Of the 819 tasks observed, 81%
used the motor method, 19% used verbal processing, while none used the combined method.
Patients practiced a variety of tasks offered by the
interactive light board. Reaction time, divided attention, and visual / motor skills were the three
most common tasks. The therapist recorded each
task. Of the 716 tasks observed, 54% used reaction time; 33% used divided attention; 8% used
visual / motor; and 5% used “Other”. Other tasks
included, but were not limited to, binocular vision, central / peripheral
vision, left neglect, cognitive loading, problem
solving, soft focus, and
visual suppression with
goggles.

Figure 1. Diagnoses of patients evaluated by and treated with
the VISION COACH (n =451). The category nervous system
impairment includes tremor, brain tumor, brain injury, spinal
cord injury, multiple sclerosis, Guillain-Barre, and cerebral
palsy. Musculoskeletal system impairment includes muscle
weakness, debility, and cervical spondylosis. Visual impairment includes diplopia, visual field loss, and visual perception impairment. Other includes Driver’s Rehabilitation and
the Driver’s Health Inventory.

Therapists most commonly used the Full
Field 120 (FF120) and
Full Field 60 (FF60)
modes on the Vision
Coach light board. Full
field denotes dots illuminating randomly
across the entire board.
FF120 and FF60 differ by the number of
dots that appear during
a task- either 120 dots
or 60 dots. The Right
Field mode only generates dots on the right
side of the board. Tasks
varied from displaying
30, 60, 90 or 120 dots
per task. The Sequence
mode illuminates dots
in a trail-like pattern.
Of the 824 modes observed, 43% of the
tasks used FF120 mode;
38% used FF60 mode;
7% used FF30 mode;
5% used Sequence 90
mode; 3% used FF90
mode; and 4% used
“Other”. Other modes
include, but are not limited to, Sequence 30,
Sequence 60 and Right
Field 60 (Figure 2).

Therapists chose four
speeds of the 11 speeds
available on the Vision Coach light board.
Of the 828 tasks perFigure 2. Mode and Task x Number of Patients (n =722).
formed, the Vision
Coach light board reTherapists chose between three methods when corded 491 were completed using speed 0, and
administering tasks with the Vision Coach light 280 were completed using speed 1. Speeds 2,
board: 1) Patients were asked to physically de- 3, and 4 were only used 57 times collectively.
press the dots on the board (motor); 2) Patients Ninety-six percent of patients completed one to
were asked to communicate the color, letter- up- three tasks on the Vision Coach light board durper/ lower case- or number displayed inside the ing both years of observation. The predominant
dots (verbal); or 3) Patients were asked to com- mode used in year one, FF120, was replaced by
bine both methods for a verbal and motor task. the FF60 mode in year two (Figure 3).
The therapists recorded which method they used Discussion
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According to therapist usage data, the majority of
patients who utilized the Vision Coach had suffered a cerebrovascular accident and stood while
performing the tasks. Therapists normally turned
off the fixator dot, displayed only red dots, and
had patients manually depress (motor) the lights
while being tested for reaction time at speed 0.
Most patients performed between one to three
tasks. While a higher percentage tested used
FF120, by the second year, FF60 had increased
in use by approximately six times from the first
year. The FF60 mode became the preferred mode
by therapists because it could be completed
faster, which is important to therapists due to the
time constraints of appointments. Future studies
are needed to assess the reliability of the FF60
mode. These Vision Coach settings became the
‘standard use’ protocol at this rehabilitation hospital, based off of the majority of occupational
therapists who used it with these settings. While
defining a standard protocol for this device was
necessary, it is important to realize the settings
may be modified for the unique patients with
specialized needs that therapists encounter in
therapy.
Adopting new tools into therapeutic practice is a
challenge that every clinic encounters. Once the
initial excitement of having the new instrument
subsides, it can be difficult to transition into using the intervention regularly. Of the 21 occupational therapists that were trained to use the Vision Coach light board, five therapists used the
tool more than 13 times per year. One approach
to utilize the time and resources of therapists best
was to provide basic training to the entire group
of therapists initially. Further training can be provided later to those identified as frequent users
of the tool.
As the frequent- user therapists have adjusted
to using this tool, many have added elements to
expand the Vision Coach’s use beyond standard
protocol. For example, therapists have found that
a patient’s balance can be improved by using balance boards and balls with simultaneous testing
on the Vision Coach. Some therapists have patients throw and catch a small ball during testing
to work on divided attention, while others have
added rearview mirrors to both sides of the board
to improve attention. The tasks can be adapted
to any patient’s specific need, whether range of
motion, cognition, or divided attention; it just requires creativity on the therapist’s part.
Implications for Occupational Therapy Practice
Utilizing the Vision Coach in standard therapeutic practice is enticing to therapists because the
device is easy to use, maintain, and adjust, and
it adds variety to the therapy they can offer a patient. This variety prevents therapy from becoming monotonous ‘table-top’ therapy, instead, offering an engaging, interactive tool that patients
typically find entertaining. The Vision Coach
provides instant, tangible results, encouraging
patients when they see personal improvement.
Many patients at the hospital who use the Vision Coach ask if they can use it again in future
therapy sessions.
(Continued on page 20)
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WHEELCHAIR DOCKING SYSTEM
CUSTOMIZE

DID YOU KNOW YOU CAN
THE MOST ADVANCED DOCKING SYSTEM?

BRACKET
LEADER
ADVANCED
STABILIZER
DASH
CONTROL
FLOOR
MOUNTS

Seamlessly blends into
modern vehicle interiors
with no modifications.

The lowest and highest
clearance of any docking
system.

The compact design with
extra-large touch area
and clear LED indicators
simplifies the user
experience.

Available base mounts
provide a custom OEM
fit while giving your
customers MORE ground
clearance than any other
system on the market.

Lose the fork. QLK150 offers advanced
stabilizing options
designed to be installed
easily, and are even easier
to use.

With so many exclusive
wheelchair brackets, no
other docking system can
provide a complete lineup
for today’s popular chairs.
Find your bracket with
our online interactive
bracket list at:
qstraint.com/brackets

Now your customers
can have the safety of
stabilization without
sacrificing wheelchair
drivability.

Discover ALL of the amazing options at:
QSTRAINT.COM/QLK-150

MORE OPTIONS FOR DEALERS AND DRIVERS
NewsBrake
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Vision Coach (continued from page 17)

to process more cognitively- loaded information while attending
to the visual array; for
example, the patient
can play an alphabet
game when the Vision
Coach light board display includes letters.
The ability to control
or assess the incoming
visual and cognitive information during an onroad driving evaluation
is almost impossible,
given that incoming
visual information is
different each time the
patient is in the natural
Figure 3. Mode and Speed x Number of Patients (n =464).
environment, even if
the same driving route
Vision Coach therapy can be useful and relevant
is used. Thus, incorpowith respect to a patient’s suitability to undergo rating the Vision Coach into therapy provides the
driving rehabilitation. When utilizing the Vision opportunity to standardize tasks that ensure the
Coach interactive light board, an occupational same information is presented between patients.
therapist is not only able to look at the patient’s Successful performance and completion of these
ability to scan and process dynamic visual infor- tasks can also assure a potential driver is ready
mation in a controlled environment but also able to tackle the dynamic demands of on- road asto set the parameters for the amount of informa- sessments. However, before adopting any new
tion being processed, such as the degree of visual tool into rehabilitation therapy, the following obfields being challenged (ranging from central vi- stacles must be overcome:
sion only to inclusion of peripheral information).
In addition, therapists can challenge the patient • Establishing a ‘standard procedure’ or guide-

lines to follow when utilizing a new instrument
in therapy. This procedure can evolve over time
and help prevent the instrument from being intimidating to new users.
• T
 raining an entire staff of occupational therapists on using the new instrument. After a certain time period (recommend one year), identify frequent users of the tool.
• P
 roviding further education to this smaller
group of staff who have already adopted the
instrument into their therapy.
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COMFORT series
TRANSFER SEAT BASE

NEW FROM B&D INDEPENDENCE!
The improved design allows the Transfer Seat Base to be
driven in any up/down position and up to 4” back from the
full forward position. This new feature allows each user to
select the unique and personalized driving position that is
right for them. This addition to the B&D family of products
is made for comfort and designed for you!

Read more C61 information at bdindependence.com
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ADED attends AOTA Conference and Expo
Chicago IL. ADED President Elect, Dan Allison, MS, OTR/L, ATP, CDRS, and Executive
Director, Elizabeth Green, OTR/L, CDRS, CAE
attended the American Occupational Therapy
Association’s 96TH Annual Conference and
Expo, March 30-April 2, 2016. ADED hosted
a booth, shared with NMEDA, in the Expo’s
Transportation Zone. Local ADED members
were also on hand to assist in the exhibit booth.

NewsBrake

We even had a visit from new friends that we
made in South Korea! The Transportation Zone
is a special section of the Expo that includes
other vendors relating to community mobility
and driver rehabilitation services. Attendance
at the conference was over 10,000 plus over
350 exhibitors. Interest in the ADED/NMEDA
booth ranged from students interested in the
field, experienced occupational therapists inves-

Summer 2016

tigating options to join the field and generalist
occupational therapists searching for resources
for their clientele.
Seminars of interest to driver rehabilitation
specialists and generalist occupational therapy
practitioners were offered. There were also several poster and research presentations dedicated
to driving and community mobility.
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Got Back Pain?
-Staci Frazier, OTR/L, CDRS, CDI

As I discussed in my editor’s note, those of us who spend most of our days sitting in the vehicle, often suffer from back, hip and leg pain. Sitting for long periods is not good for you, especially when you are twisting and turing to keep close to the steering wheel. Below are some of the exercises that have helped me.

Piriformis Stretching Exercises

Short adductor muscle stretch - Sit on the floor and put the soles

Outer hip stretch - To stretch the muscles that rotate the hip out-

wards, lie on your back and bend the knee of the leg to be stretched. Use
the opposite hand to pull the knee over to the opposite side as shown. You
should feel this in the hip and buttocks. Hold stretch for 20 to 30 seconds.

of your feet together. Use your elbows to apply a gentle downward pressure to your knees to increase the stretch. You should feel a stretch on the
inside of the thigh. Hold this position for 30 seconds.

Piriformis stretch - Lie on your back and bend both knees with the

feet flat on the floor. Place the outer foot of the leg you wish to stretch on
the lower thigh/knee of the other leg. Grip behind the thigh and pull this
knee in towards your chest. You should feel a stretch in the buttock. Hold
this position for 30 seconds.

Standing Stretches

Perform every time you get out of the car:

Long adductor stretch - It is important to stretch the long aductor
muscles which attach at the knee as well as the short adductor muscles
which attach above the knee. Long adductor muscles need to be stretched
with a straight leg. This can be done either sitting or standing. Short adductor muscles are stretched with the knees bent.

For this one I use my car bumper
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Professor is a driving force for safety
Perhaps there is nobody better to take the wheel
of this particular research project than Health
Sciences professor Sherrilene Classen.
“This is the sort of work that makes me jump
out of bed in the morning because I know we
can prevent another death or severe injury,” said
the Director of Western’s School of Occupational Therapy. “I grew up in South Africa and
so, for me, this is like giving back to my country
in such a cool way. It brings meaning and purpose to a greater level of significance for me. It’s
about capacity building; it’s about recognizing
the need; it’s about putting the supports in place
to eventually make a difference.”
Classen has explored driving safety for more
than a decade in the United States and Canada.
Through a battery of clinical tests she developed, the Carnegie African Diaspora Fellow
is able to determine people’s fitness to drive

through working memory.
“Our whole objective is to keep people on the
road as long and as safe as possible,” she said.
“There is a convincing body of knowledge
showing if folks need to stop driving, or can’t
continue to drive, that it’s associated with depression, isolation and a reduction in the quality
of life.”
Now, Classen is partnering with Stellenbosh
University in South Africa to combat the astronomical number of motor vehicle fatalities
plaguing that country. A mixture of behavioural
factors – from drinking and driving to not wearing seat belts to simple speeding – and mechanical shortcomings account for more than 13,000
road fatalities each year.
“People feel they can take anything with four
wheels and an engine and drive on the road,”
Classen said. “A lot of pedestrians have never
Independent Driving Systems

Drive-Master Co., Inc.

580 T C Jester Boulevard, Houston, Tx 77007
Phone: (713) 864-1460 • Fax: (713) 864-1469
E-mail: info@IndependentDrivingSystems.com
Web: IndependentDrivingSystems.com

37 Daniel Road West, Fairfield, NJ 07004-2521
Phone: (973) 808-9709 • Fax: (973) 808-9713
E-mail: peter@DriveMasterMobility.com
Web: DriveMasterMobility.com

Did You Know?. . . Did You Know?. . . Did You Know?. . . Did You Know?. . . Did You Know?. . . Did You Know?. . .
• If needed, the Dealer can change the effort in his shop in about 5 minutes?
• You don’t have to sign any waivers or pay for problems with
• The clients family can have OEM steering when they drive?
the modifications?
• There is a monitoring system that alerts the driver to any dangerous conditions?
• We can modify any electrically steered vehicle?
• The driver can pretest the system before driving?
• We have all testing and engineering data by a licensed engineer?
• The system has a positive feel like OEM and not a wandering feeling like the old hydraulic zero efforts we are used to using?

GEN-II: Modified Effort Electric Steering System
✓

GEN-II system is designed to modify the
effort of the OEM Electric Steering System.

✓

0 to 100 effort range selection.

✓

BACK UP Steering System:

Competition

YES
NO
NO

✓

Activates automatically in case of
ignition and/or power failure.

NO

✓

Notifies the driver audibly and visually
via LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) screen.

NO

✓

Allows steering for a minimum of 180
seconds or as long as vehicle is in motion.

NO

✓

Electronic vehicle monitoring system is included
to warn the driver of any potential danger.

NO

✓

Crossover function: Easily returns to OEM
mode by pressing a button.

NO

✓

Failure mode self test.

✓

OEM equivalent components.

NO
NO

Compliant with:

NMEDA Guidelines 30, 36 FMVSS/CMVSS 101, 203, 204, SAE J2672
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Auxiliary Battery System
• This system maintains a second battery that can assist
with additional equipment.
• The auxiliary battery is automatically charged by the
OEM charging system and disconnected when the
van is shut off.
• Plug and play harnesses.
• Digital battery voltage meter for both batteries.
• GEN II backup system interface.

Compliant with:

NMEDA Guidelines 6 FMVSS/CMVSS 305, SAE J1903
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even been in a car. So they have no idea what
the driver needs to do in terms of braking response.”
With graduate students from Stellenbosh, Classen looks to create a five-year strategic plan for
their university to move forward with her work.
Earlier this year, in South Africa, Classen hosted
a driving colloquium that included occupational
therapists, scientists, neuropsychologists, psychiatrists, members of South Africa’s Department of Transportation, medical doctors and
persons with disabilities.
“We got all the people in the room who needed
to be there. We ID’d the needs and are trying
to see what the country needs. People are dying and we can make a difference,” Classen
stressed.
She has been asked by the World Federation of
Occupational Therapists to lead an international
effort on writing a position paper outlining the
organization’s stance on driving and community
mobility.
Classen also has an ongoing research project
at the University of Florida, where she worked
prior to coming to Western three years ago. She
is running a randomized control study for the
U.S. Department of Defence looking at effective driving interventions for returning combat
veterans.
“We are teaching people self-management strategies to realize they are getting anxious,” said
Classen, adding everyday noises such as helicopters or motorcycles backfiring can trigger
battlefield driving behaviours. “It was stuff they
needed to do in the war zone to survive and stay
alive. But when they come back to civilian life,
they may still have that mentality – but it’s a
different situation.
“In a war zone you are taught ‘don’t stop.’ There
is not desensitization from that. They go through
training to be able to realize what a combat situation is and to illicit that battlefield mindset, to
evoke the alpha male ego that needs to protect
and defend and do whatever is necessary to stay
alive. Our job is to reverse that.”
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Valet® Signature Seating

Valet® Plus

Versatile. Safe. Reliable.
Child safety seat
LATCH Kit available!

Fully powered; smoothly rotates, extends, lowers
Driver or passenger side, first or second row seating
Meets or exceeds FMVSS standards
Compatible with large number of vehicles
Optional seat heat, posture vest, padded positioning belt
844-755-5543 • bruno.com

Bruno Independent Living Aids
Scooter lifts | Turning vehicle seats | Stairlifts | Vertical platform lifts
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Contact Us Today!
(800) 732-5625
clockmobility.com

The ADED Mentor
Program
Transit Connect

AccessATop

The ADED Mentor Program provides an op- tor (experienced DRS/CDRS) or a mentee (new
portunity for experienced
members to meet attendee or new member) when registering for
newer conference attendees with a goal of wel- conference!
coming, mentoring, and integrating them into Enjoy these benefits of the Mentor Program:
the Association. The most immediate benefit
for participation in the program is to establish a ♦ Mentors and mentees will be introduced online prior to arriving at the ADED conference.
sense of belonging. ADED wants to help members in building an informal network within the ♦ Mentors can offer the mentee with workshop
organization that would include members from
and seminar selection.
the various professional backgrounds, increas♦ 
A
t conference, mentors may offer to accoming membership longevity, and offering a way
pany mentees to the Opening General Session,
for more experienced members to “give back”
New Attendee Orientation and escort them
to ADED. Be sure to sign up as either a menAccessible
Vans

through the Exhibit Hall.

♦ The mentors may offer to maintain contact
Lowered
Floors the year followwith the
mentee throughout
ing conference.
♦ Mentors can help the mentee grow their professional network by introductions and referrals to other professionals in the industry.
♦ Mentors can earn up to 3 contact hours towards CDRS renewal.
SIGN UP for the mentor program when you register for ADED conference!

We’re Creative!

Recruit top candidates through
ADED’s Career Center!
• Post open jobs in front of the most qualified group of professionals in
the industry
• Search the anonymous resume database to find qualified candidates

your posted jobs and applicant activity easily on our
On The Road• MToanage
Independence
user-friendly site.

Get started today! Click Career Center on the www.aded.net home page.

Contact Us Today!
(800) 732-5625
clockmobility.com
AccessATop

Transit Connect
Lowered Floors

Accessible Vans

We’re Creative!

On The Road To Independence
NewsBrake
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Comprehensive ADED Insurance Program
ADED Counts on PSA
The experts at PSA have the knowledge and resources to serve Driver Rehabilitation Specialists.
Our professionals understand your unique needs and exposures, and the risks inherent to your
industry. We have created a customized insurance program that provides extraordinary protection
at an affordable cost.

Property & Casualty Insurance Program
What We Insure

Driver Education/Training
Equipment Manufacturers
Equipment Dealers
Kinesio Therapy
Occupational Therapy
Speech-Language Pathology

Coverage Highlights

Preferred Pricing
Increased Limits & Broader Coverage
Superior Availability & Customer Service
Loss Prevention Consulting

Physical Therapy
Rehabilitation Engineering
Rehabilitation Specialists
Rehabilitation Technology
Vocational Rehabilitation

Contact:
Patrick DeNobrega
443.798.7495
pdenobrega@psafinancial.com

Shane Cavanaugh
443.798.7339
scavanaugh@psafinancial.com

Contractual Review
Best Practices Collection & Distribution
Claims Management Assistance
Cost Control Using Loss Data Analysis

Coverages Offered
Commercial Auto
Commercial Property
General Liability
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Professional Liability
Workers Compensation
Umbrella—Excess Liability
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Announcing ADED newest chapter officers
Terms run: July 1, 2016-June 30, 2018
Mid West (IN, OH, MN, WI, MI, IL)

Colorado

Northwest (BC,OR,WA)

President: Robin Strup, COTA, CDRS robinstrup@gmail.com

President: Christy Dititmar, MS, OTR/L, CDRS
cdittmar@brainrecov.com

President : Jim Ilg, OT, CDRS jimilg@msn.com

Vice President: Violet Potocki, OTR/L, CDRS
vpotocki@northshore.org

Vice President: Tamatha Gallegos, COTA,
CDRS, CBIS tamatha.a.gallegos.civ@mail.mil

Secretary: Andrea Vrobel, COTA, MSW, LSW,
CDRS andreavrobel@ralphbraunfoundation.
org

Secretary:
Denise
Kaplan
OTR,
CDRSlovetherockymountains@msn.com

Secretary: Frances Tromp van Holst, OTR/L,
CDRS tvhmfd@gmail.com

Northeast
(ME,RI,VT,MA,NH,CT,NY,
NJ,PA, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Newfoundland and Labrador)
President: Lynn Mason MasonL@einstein.edu
Secretary: Amy Donabedian Aimelizd19@
gmail.com

Ontario
President: Nellemarie Hyde, BA,BSc(OT),OT
Reg (ON), CDRS nhyde@saintelizabeth.com
Vice President: Shah Baqar,OT ShahBaqar@
saintelilzabeth.com
Secretary: Tamalea Stone, OTR tstone.ot@
hotmail.com

Georgia/South Carolina Chapter
President: Brigitte King, OTR/L, CDRS, CDI
bking@ghs.org
Secretary: Rebecca Day-Lewis, OTR/L,
CDRS Rebecca.day-lewis@choa.org

Kentucky/Tennessee/West Virginia
President: Michele W. Coffey, OTR/L, CDRS
mwcoffey@yahoo.com
Secretary: Suzanne Farnan-Maddux, OTR/L,
CDRS suzanneFarnan-Maddux@KentuckyOneHealth.org

California
President: Marc Samuels, OT, CDRS MarcSamuels@TheSafeDriver.com
Secretary: Ana Verran, OTR/L, CDRS averran@aol.com

NewsBrake
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Call for Presentations
2017 ADED ANNUAL CONFERENCE-Albuquerque NM
Conference: July 30-August 1, 2017
Pre-conference ADED Workshops: July 29, 2017

ADED is seeking dynamic and knowledgeable
speakers to present at ADED 2017!
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Seminars offered: ADED offers up to 4 full day
pre-conference workshops and up to 10 3-hour
seminars during conference.
Honorarium offered: full day workshop ($1000),
3-hour seminar ($500), 1.5-hour seminar ($250)
Electronic submissions ONLY*: info@aded.net
Questions can be directed to
elizabeth.green@driver-ed.org or
by calling 866-672-9466

*All submissions are peer-reviewed by the education committee and rated by the following criteria: Abstract
quality, Goals (measurable and objective), Topic related driver rehabilitation.

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS: October 1, 2016

REACTION TIMER
Totally Silent
Solid State Electronics
User Friendly
Current Norms

Advanced erapy Products, Inc.
1.800.548.4550
www.atpwork.com
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It is time to get ready for the ADED
board elections. Have you thought
about running for the ADED board,
but didn’t know what was involved
or what qualifications are needed?
For more information contact:
Amy Lane, Board Development Chair
E-mail: laneak@upmc.edu

ADED
Board

We are seeking individuals
interested in being part of
the ADED leadership:


President–Elect



Secretary



Board Member at Large



Corporate Representative

With exception of PresidentElect, all positions are a 2 year
term. President-Elect term
runs 3 years through the President-Elect, President and
Past President terms.

For more information contact:
Amy Lane, Board Development Chair
E-mail: laneak@upmc.edu
Position descriptions and consent to run forms are
available online: www.aded.net

NewsBrake
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Service on the board of
directors earns you contact
hours toward CDRS renewal.
Your service on the ADED
board of directors is a worthy
and worthwhile service to our
community.
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CALL FOR PRESENTATIONS
2017 NMEDA ANNUAL CONFERENCE-Daytona Beach FL
Conference: February 15-17, 2017
Pre-conference ADED Workshops: February 14 | Associate Member Series workshop: February 15
ADED is seeking dynamic and knowledgeable speakers to present at
NMEDA 2017!
Seminars offered: ADED offers two 3 hour seminars pre-conference
and one 3 hour seminar during NMEDA conference as part of their
Associate Member Series. Submissions for seminars must be for 3
hour program.
Honorarium offered: $500.00 Honorariums are offered per seminar.

Electronic submissions ONLY*: info@aded.net
Questions can be directed to elizabeth.green@driver-ed.org or by
calling 866-672-9466
*All submissions are peer-reviewed by the education committee and
rated by the following criteria: Abstract quality, Goals (measurable
and objective), Topic related driver rehabilitation.

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS: July 31, 2016

2017 ADED ANNUAL CONFERENCE-Albuquerque NM
Conference: July 30-August 1, 2017 | Pre-conference ADED Workshops: July 29, 2017
ADED is seeking dynamic and knowledgeable speakers to present at
ADED 2017!
Seminars offered: ADED offers up to 4 full day pre-conference
workshops and up to 10 3-hour seminars during conference.
Honorarium offered: full day workshop ($1000), 3-hour seminar
($500), 1.5-hour seminar ($250)

Electronic submissions ONLY*: info@aded.net
Questions can be directed to elizabeth.green@driver-ed.org or by
calling 866-672-9466
*All submissions are peer-reviewed by the education committee and
rated by the following criteria: Abstract quality, Goals (measurable
and objective), Topic related driver rehabilitation.

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS: October 1, 2016

High Fidelity Driving Simulators for
Driving Assessments, Rehabilitation,
Retraining and Research

• Large high resolution displays,180
degree forward view, blind spot displays,
motion/vibration platform

• Built-in adaptive hand & foot controls
• Direct wheelchair access or transfer to
roll-out car seat module
• Comprehensive library of driving
scenarios from familiarization and
adaptation to complete assessment and
targeted training
• Objective and robust feedback, realtime scoring, record and playback
feature, printable reports
• Research package available including
scenario builder

Virage Simulation
85 Montpellier Blvd.
Montreal, H4N2G3, Canada
1-877-456-1556 or 386-566-9449
www.viragesimulation.com
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• Ease of use - full technical / operator
training and continued support

NewsBrake

ADED Strategic Plan 2016-2018

ADED Mission
A professional network promoting excellence in the field of
driver rehabilitation, thought leadership and advocacy in
support of safe, independent community mobility.

ADED Vision
ADED is an effective and diverse network of professionals,
globally recognized as the primary resource and standardbearer for driver rehabilitation expertise.

Our Desired Impacts in the Marketplace
Overarching Impact: A growing field of highly skilled and qualified Certified Driver Rehabilitation
Specialists (CDRS™) in a sustainable profession.
Direct Impacts:
1. People seeking driver rehabilitation services have access to Certified Driver Rehabilitation
Specialists in their local communities.
2. Allied health professionals and driver education instructors seek, obtain and maintain
certification in this specialized field.
3. Regulators identify Certified Driver Rehabilitation Specialists as the preferred provider for
driver evaluation, training, and licensing recommendations.
4. Third-party payers, allied organizations and consumers recognize the value of high-quality
comprehensive driver rehabilitation services.
5. The field of driver rehabilitation is advanced through collaborations with key stakeholders.

Broad Goals for this Strategic Period
1. Reframe the identity of driver rehabilitation
as a specialty within targeted professional
groups.
2. Regulators identify Certified Driver
Rehabilitation Specialists as the preferred
provider for driver evaluation, training, and
licensing recommendations.
3. Third-party payers, allied organizations and
consumers recognize the value of highquality comprehensive driver rehabilitation
services.
4. Enhance the CDRS program to meet
recognized standards in certification policy.
5. Increase ADED membership base to
strengthen volunteer and financial
infrastructures and ensure regional access to
driver rehabilitation services.

NewsBrake
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ADED Committees 2016
Executive Committee
CHAIRS:
ndrouin@ghs.org

Board Liaison:
President

Executive Committee

Nathalie Drouin

Natalie Goldman
natalie.goldman@mercy.net
Sandra Wataoka

sandrawataoka@gmail.com

Board Liaison:
President Elect

Quality Committee
Finance Committee

CHAIR: Peggy Gannon

alyssa.merilees.clethb@ssss.gouv.qc.ca

Amy Lane
laneak@upmc.edu

Finance Committee

Board Liaison:
Past President

Marketing Committee

CHAIRS:
Alyssa Merilees

Board Liaison:
Treasurer

Quality Committee

peggy.gannon@brookshealth.org

1st term: 2014-2015

Sub-committee

Sub-committee

Education

Certification

CHAIR: Nathalie Drouin
ndrouin@ghs.org
1st Term: 2016-2017
MEMBERS:
Sue Fassett
Janet Berthiaume
Jill Sclease
Ashlee Ricotta
Tamalea Stone

Board Development
CHAIR: Amy Lane
laneak@upmc.edu
1st Term: 2016-2017
MEMBERS:
Lori Benner
Maryfrances Gross
Chad Strowmatt

Scholarship

CHAIRS: Jill Sclease
Jill@drivingtoindependence.com
1st term: 2015-2016

MEMBERS:
Liz Green
Jerry August
Eva Richardville

MEMBERS:
Nathalie Drouin position open
Melissa Key Cassandra Johnson
Brian Martin Dana Moore-Wills

Marketing Committee

Publications

CHAIR: Liz Green
Elizabeth.green@driver-ed.org
2nd term: 2015-2016
MEMBERS:
Guy Hanford
Staci Frazier
Jason Strowmatt
Gina Lewis
Megan Wegner

CHAIR: Staci Frazier
snpfraz@comcast.net
1st term: 2015-2016
MEMBERS:
Constance Truesdail
Amy Lane
Susie Touchinsky Ashley Crook
Lori Benner Robin Strup
Jaclyn Davin

Co-CHAIR: Natalie Goldman (AH)
natalie.goldman@mercy.net
2nd Term: 2016-2017
Co-CHAIR: Sandra Wataoka (AH/TS)
sandrawataoka@gmail.com
1st Term: 2016-2017
MEMBERS:
Rosamond Gianutsos (AH)-2016-2017 2 term
Laura Juel (AH)-2016-2017 2nd term
Ann Forest-Clark (AH/TS)-2016-2017 2nd term
Donald Sampson (TS)- 2016-2017 2nd term
David Martinez (TS)-2016-2017 1st term
Stephanie Scharf (AH/TS)-2016-2017 1st term
Kate Lopez (AH/TS)-2016-2017 1st term
nd

Professional Development
CHAIR: Alyssa Merilees
alyssa.merilees.clethb@ssss.gouv.qc.ca
1st Term: 2016-2017
MEMBERS:
Jennifer Biro Jesse Hunter
Marc Samuels Carrie Monagle
Nathalie Drouin (liaison)

AD-HOC Committees
1. Research

Reports to Professional Development
CHAIR: Beth Rolland
beth.rolland7@gmail.com
Anne Dickerson, Johnell Brooks

2. Grants

Reports to Finance
CHAIR: Beth Rolland
beth.rolland7@gmail.com

3. Code of Ethics Review
Reports to President
CHAIR: Gina Lewis
ginalewis@adaptsolutions.ca

5/27/16
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2016 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Membership period runs January 1 – December 31, 2016
Please provide contact information as you want it to appear on the website directory:
Name:

Credentials:

Company:

Telephone Number:

Mailing Address:
Fax Number

E-Mail Address:

Website Address:
�
�

Directory Opt out: please DO NOT post my information on the www.aded.net membership directory
Mailing Address change: I would like my ADED mail to go to this address:

JOIN BY OCTOBER 1ST AND RECEIVE ALL OF THE NEXT YEAR FREE!
Membership
Dues:

Associate
Member

Corporate
Member

Mobility
Equipment
Dealer

Facility Member

Individual
Member

Please indicate your membership level below:

Individual members shall include all persons involved in provision, implementation,
or administration directly related to the provision of driver rehabilitation.
ުIndividual RENEWING Member: Rate=$135
ުIndividual NEW Member:
Rate=$150
A facility member shall be an individual member employed by a business or agency
involved in provision, implementation, or administration directly related to the
provision of driver rehabilitation. ުNew membership
ު Renewing membership
ުFacility Member-LEVEL 1* (1-3 Individuals): Rate=$270
ުFacility Member-LEVEL 2* (4-6 Individuals): Rate=$660
ުFacility Member-LEVEL 3* (7-10 Individuals): Rate=$1080

*PLEASE COMPLETE MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION SHEET ATTACHED
Mobility equipment dealer members shall include businesses involved in providing
installation, services, and/or retail sale of equipment, vehicles, or rental vehicles for
individuals with disabilities.
ުNew membership
ު Renewing membership Rate=$175
Corporate members shall include businesses solely involved in manufacturing and
distributing products used by driver rehabilitation specialists or individuals with
disabilities.
ުNew membership
ު Renewing membership Rate=$525
Associate members include students, educators, researchers or other stakeholders
with an interest in the mission of the Association who are interested in gaining more
knowledge about the field but do not provide driver rehabilitation services. Associate
members shall not have voting rights, nor are they eligible to serve as an officer.
ުNew membership
ު Renewing membership Rate=$120

Individual
$
Facility*

$
Mob. Equip.
Dealer
$
Corporate
$
Associate
$

PLEASE RETURN THIS APPLICATION WITH PAYMENT IN US CURRENCY FOR PROPER PROCESSING.
REMIT TO: 200 First Ave NW Suite 505 Hickory N.C. 28601. Fax 828-855-1672
For credit card payments: complete the following information and fax to 828-855-1672 or mail to address above.
ުVISA
Account #:
ުAMERICAN EXPRESS
Expiration Date: month:
ުMASTERCARD
ުDISCOVER
Card Holder’s Name:

/year:

cvv number

Zip Code of Billing Address:
Card Holder’s Signature:

NewsBrake
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2016 ADED BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Dana Benoit
MSc., OT, CDRS

Mary Beth Meyer
OTR, CDRS, CDI

PRESIDENT
514-487-1891 x377

MEMBER AT LARGE

dana_benoit@ssss.gouv.qc.ca
dana.benoit@sympatico.ca

Jenny Nordine

845-229-2626
marybeth@driverrehab.com

OTR/L, CDRS

Leah Belle
OTR/L, CDI, CDRS

PAST PRESIDENT

MEMBER AT LARGE

480-449-3331

(864) 455-4959

jenny@drivingtoindependence.com

lbelle@ghs.org

Dan Allison
MS, OTR/L, ATP, CDRS

Cassy Churchill
M.C. Mobility Systems

PRESIDENT ELECT

MOBILITY EQUIPMENT
DEALER

404-350-7763

(513) 469-8220

Dan_Allison@Shepherd.org

cchurchill@mcmobilitysystems.com

Peggy Gannon
CTRS, CDRS

Gina Lewis
Adapt-Solutions

TREASURER

CORPORATE

904-858-7242

418-889-0419

peggy.gannon@brookshealth.org

ginalewis@adaptsolutions.ca

Beth Gibson
OTR, CDRS

Elizabeth Green

SECRETARY

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

OTR/L, CDRS, CAE

770-514-9954

Toll free: 866-672-9466

bgibson@freedomandmobility.com

direct line: 828-855-1623
cell phone: 828-302-2119
Elizabeth.green@driver-ed.org
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Left Foot Accelerator

The Carospeed Menox Hand Control is
specifically designed to give physically
limited drivers the benefit of control and
ease when driving a vehicle. Driving becomes an easy and enjoyable experience
with Carospeed Menox.

Flip-Up & Quick Release

Common reasons for choosing Autoadapt
Menox Hand Controls
-Floor mounted push pull with more
adjustability.
- "brake latch" enables use of right hand.
- aesthetically designed to match vehicle style.
-not an obstruction when moving in
and out of vehicle.
- transferable into future vehicle.
-multi-function option for secondary controls

Steering Devices

Pedal Extensions

Carospeed Menox
Hand Controls

Pedal Guard

www.autoadapt.com
Distributed in the USA and Canada by Driving Systems Inc.

Scott System Driving Controls
dSi provides the technology
necessary for disabled drivers
to experience independence

Secondary Controls

.

The Scott Driving System has been developed over the last 40
years and is a complete system
which permits the physically
challenged to safely perform all
driving tasks without assistance,
including entering and leaving the
vehicle. The system provides for
safe extended mobility for the
driver who must remain in his
or her wheelchair while driving The system
has been successful in a
variety of disabilities. Patients
with post polio, multiple sclerosis,
muscular dystrophy, spinal
muscular atrophy and spinal cord
injury up to C4/C5 are
successfully driving on a daily
basis.

The CP05 Palm Control steering knob
is equipped with 3 rocker switches to
provide six switches in total. Each
switch is designed and programmed to
operate specific secondary controls.
The switches provide primary and
residual operations. The primary
operation is achieved by a smooth
touch of the button. The residual
operation is achieved by holding the
button ON for about one second.
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- Reliability
- Low Maintenance
-Long Service Life
- OEM Steering Option
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Get Out There.
Introducing the 2016 BraunAbility MXV built on the Ford Explorer.

The world leader in mobility for over 40 years, BraunAbility® is
pushing the boundaries of mobility. No matter what the vehicle,
BraunAbility® is committed to making your life a moving experience .
• Innovative door operation design

• Infloor, lighted ramp

• Removable driver/passenger seats

• Ramp on/off switch

• Tow package available

• Nerf bar comes standard

Ready to learn more?
855-628-0982
www.braunability.com/aded

• Sliding shifter for increased space
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